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Chair’s Message
Susan Thacore

Acknowledgment
of Country
In the spirit of reconciliation,
The National Theatre proudly
acknowledges the Boonwurrung
people of the Kulin nation; the
Traditional Custodians of the
unceded lands that we work,
train and perform on.
We pay our respects to their
Elders past and present and to
all First Nations peoples.
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I want to thank the entire staff of
professional and passionate people who
put so much work into every change
that happened throughout 2021, at a
time when the Arts particularly were
getting a beating. To continue to train
the future artists of tomorrow and
keep them engaged and motivated is
a huge testament to the passion and
dedication of all our staff; especially
when the Arts seemed to be hit so hard
and so undervalued. Sarah Hunt led this
tireless team very capably, constantly responding to the changes that
were inflicted by lockdowns and capacity limitations. Adaptability was key
and maintaining morale, during what was a very dispiriting time.
I would also like to thank our supporters, listed proudly in this report,
for standing with us and for being an integral part of our community. It
is hard to explain just how heartening this support was during another
tough year of remote classes and a darkened theatre. This generosity was
not only imperative to us financially but absolutely integral to maintaining
our spirits. Thanks must also be given to the Federal Government for
its support via Jobkeeper up until March. 2021 was in fact a record
year of fundraising, boosted by recognition from Creative Partnerships
Australia with matched funding for our Triple Threat campaign. This
campaign, which obviously resonated with many who care about the Arts,
was initiated to upgrade our electrical wiring, to preserve our heritage
theatre and to ultimately enable live streaming, so that our artists might
reach a wider audience.

The engagement of students at the National through zoom, during the
pandemic was quite amazing and our students have shined, in spite of
all the challenges online learning can create. I am proud to share, that at
the conclusion of 2021 Charlotte Phun was invited to join the Malaysian
Ballet Company and Amber Mitchell-Knight received an invitation to join
the Queensland Ballet. Amazing outcomes, given that zoom classes were
the predominant teaching method for a greater proportion of the year.
The end of year Ballet performance, The National Goes International,
presented on our beautiful 101 year old stage, was also extraordinary, in
light of these constraints. It was very moving to be back in the auditorium
to see beautiful dancing and highly sophisticated choreography – a
celebration of artistry but also resilience and the strength of our
community. The Drama performances of Honey and The Changeling
by third and second year students respectively, were also triumphant
moments where our students were able to tread the boards once again
and display their craft.

Image credit
This page: Cameron Grant for the
National Theatre Drama School
production, Honey. 2021.
Next page (5): Cameron Grant for
the National Theatre Drama School
production, Honey. 2021.

The entire Board was highly engaged and extraordinarily diligent
throughout 2021. I am truly grateful for the wide range of strong
expertise with which it serves to augment the practices of our not for
profit Company and I am proud to work alongside each Director. All
these elements – starting with the team of tireless professionals led
by Sarah, our conscientious and hard-working students, our generous
supporters and our dedicated Board, were all so vital in surviving a
very tough year, the Company’s 86th year. It makes me very hopeful
for our future; that we have all the right people upholding our ethos
of excellence and affordability in training, supporting our mission and
recognising our true value.
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CEO’s Message
Sarah Hunt
Reflecting on 2021, it’s
encouraging to note that,
despite all the uncertainty
and anxiety throughout
the year, transformational
projects were achieved at the
National Theatre. From our
inaugural outdoor Family Arts
Day to rewiring the theatre,
impactful projects happened
during a time when life in
many ways took a pause.
Team
I am proud of the National Theatre team; their ability to adapt
to each scenario throughout 2021 and enable young artists
to continue to train and to fulfil their dreams onstage was
inspiring, and I thank them for their tenacity, and for adroitly
catching all the curveballs that were thrown their way.
The Ballet and Drama schools’ administration was united
under the management of Jo O’Donovan. This change
enabled us to welcome Stephanie Barcham as Schools
Administration Manager and, in a further commitment to
efficient customer service, the team was strengthened by
Administrator Jimi Ferguson. We were excited to welcome
Rod Gilbert as our Venue Operations Manager.
We undertook training to focus on company culture and
working collaboratively as a team. Our organisation is
committed to ongoing development and training to ensure
we are working as effectively as possible.
Schools
The enforced lockdowns owing to COVID-19 impacted our
ability to operate at capacity as a school. Led by Damian
Smith, Susan Sargison and Trent Baker, the Ballet and Drama
schools demonstrated remarkable resilience throughout
the year as classes were delivered in person and via zoom:
they never missed a beat. The full-time students at the
Drama School studying for their Advanced Diploma were
able to present several shows (Uncle Vanya, Honey, and The
Changeling) to live audiences, as well as to ensure that they
successfully progressed their course. Similarly, while the
full-time Ballet students were affected by the rescheduled
staging of The National Goes International, they were able to
successfully complete their assessments and were supported
to achieve their performance goals. It is credit to the leaders
of the schools, and the commitment of the teaching faculties
that the students achieved their impressive results with many
transitioning to professional employment.
6

We were thrilled to receive a Youth Access Arts grant from
the City of Port Phillip to fund young people aged 12–18 years
to pursue their passion for the performing arts. Working in
partnership with Berry Street and the Mirabel Foundation we
welcomed young people who would not ordinarily be able to
afford extra-curricular activities to attend classes throughout
the year. According to one family: “Dancing has been one of
the brightest parts of her life this past 6 months”. Welcoming
young people into the inclusive environment of the part-time
Ballet and Drama schools at the National Theatre is part of
our mission and we were all humbled to know that the classes
taught by the nurturing teachers in our schools had such an
impact on a young person’s life during such a tough year for
young people.
Venue
Repeated lockdowns impacted presenters who were anxious
about the financial viability of committing to presenting their
shows, and increasingly unable to rehearse for the events
they were planning. Similarly, our teachers and students were
constantly jumping in and out of classes held via zoom; not an
ideal scenario for training that is best achieved in person in an
appropriately safe environment.
Owing to the lockdowns, we were not able to welcome as
many artists and audiences to the theatre as we have in
recent years. I’m proud of the team for advising presenters
on the ever-changing rules and restrictions. Our priority
always was to ensure that workers and audiences were safe,
which we did by strictly following government guidelines
and altering operations to implement QR codes, moving
to ‘cashless’, introducing safe food and beverage options,
checking vaccination certificates, encouraging mask-wearing,
and enhancing the cleaning. As a community-focused
theatre our Venue Operations Managers and Ticketing and
FOH coordinator Will Huang worked in partnership with
presenters to share the costs and make it viable for all parties
to stage their shows. The frequent and long-lasting closures
impacted the technical team enormously, especially the casual
workforce, and it is our concern that many experienced,
professional theatre technicians were forced to leave the
industry in search for work; we hope they return.
Donors and Partners
Despite all these challenges, we were able to achieve
important critical works in the theatre; and that work
took place owing to the support of many generous donors
and partners.
In March 2021, we launched a fundraising campaign called
‘High Tech, Triple Threat’. The objective of this campaign was
to enable artists to connect with even more audiences by
providing them with cost-effective facilities to broadcast their
shows live to audiences beyond the National Theatre.
We secured support from Creative Partnerships Australia
who pledged match-funding of $50k through the Plus 1 fund;
we were also fortunate to benefit from two lead donors
Ms Diana Gibson AO and Board Director James Ostroburski
OAM. The campaign caught the imagination of many donors
and thanks to their generosity we raised the funds to meet

target. One of the silver linings of lockdown was that we
were able to carry out the works while no shows were staged,
and from 2022 presenters have a cost-effective way to reach
audiences who are not able to travel to the theatre.
We also thank the Bowden Marstan Foundation and the
William Angliss (Vic) Charitable Fund for their significant
investment in the provision of changing facilities for our male
students and the enhancement of the dressing room facilities.
We are grateful for the ongoing partnerships with dancewear
specialists Capezio, and Goodlife Healthclub; their
investment in young people training in the performing arts
at the National Theatre is impactful. Similarly, the pro-bono
support we receive from our Mental Health Advisor Dr Simon
Kinsella has been especially welcome during these years when
supporting young people and performing arts workers to
manage their mental health is critical.
Thanks
In addition to our heartfelt thanks to donors and partners, we
thank the parents, families, students and audiences, for their
commitment to this extraordinary community at the National
Theatre in St Kilda that has thrived for almost 50 years.
During the year we said thank you and farewell to the
Drama Director Trent Baker who left to further his
career as a director and actor, and to former Venue
Operations Manager Lisa Trevellick who joined the
Melbourne Recital Centre having delivered a stellar
job here during challenging Covid-19 times.
We were deeply saddened at the sudden passing of National
Theatre Ballet School teacher Karalyn Rutherford in February
2021; a school alumnus, Karalyn had recently returned to
teach, and her positive energy had immediately captivated
students and staff alike. Another loss to the National
Theatre Ballet community was the passing of Mrs Margaret
Mallinson in May 2021, aged 94; “Mrs M” made an enormous
contribution to the Ballet School as Secretary and Bursar, and
is best remembered for her kindness and warmth that she
shared with hundreds of students and parents over the years,
especially children who travelled interstate to join the school.
I think if one day encapsulates the year for me it’s the
free Family Arts Day that we delivered for the community.
Supported by a ‘Love My Place’ grant from the City of Port
Phillip, we staged an outdoor one-day festival to celebrate
young people in the performing arts. The sun shone down
on a stage populated all day by young people aged 2 – 20
years, dancing, singing and entertaining friends, families and
passers-by. People of all ages, cultures, and interests smiled as
they watched, and they were united and uplifted by the music,
the atmosphere, the skills, talents and sheer happiness that
exuded from those young people on stage.
I thank Chair Susan Thacore and the hard-working, supportive
and experienced Board Directors for their belief in the vision
and mission of this extraordinary organisation.
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Staff in 2021

CEO
Sarah Hunt
Venue Operations Manager
Lisa Trevellick (until October 2021)
Rod Gilbert (from December 2021)
Production Manager
Linda Hum
Technical Manager
Gordon Boyd
Administrator
Will Huang
Marketing Co-ordinator (casual)
Elizabeth Millington (until December 2021)
Accounts Manager
Maggie Lu / John Paxinos & Associates
Ballet School Artistic Director
Damian Smith
Ballet School Associate Director
Susan Sargison
Drama School Director
Trent Baker (until October 2021)
Head of Schools Administration
Jo O’Donovan
Schools Administration Manager
Stephanie Barcham
Schools Administration (part-time)
Jimi Ferguson (from December 2021)

We acknowledge the many team
members who work Backstage,
Front of House, teaching our
students and contributing their
passion and energies to the National
Theatre Melbourne on a daily basis.
Image credit: Cameron Grant for the National Theatre Drama
School production, Honey, 2021.
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Venue Review

2021 was the second consecutive challenging year for the National
Theatre. Many performances and events were cancelled due to
Covid-19 lockdowns.
Throughout this tough year the Venue Operations Manager was
resilient in a constantly changing environment. They worked with
artists, producers and companies to reschedule and push ahead to
safely deliver shows when possible.

Venue hire occupancy 2021 (Usage)
2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

28%

36%

36%

57%

55%

12%

22%

Statistics
Total number of performances/events: 44

National Theatre Ballet School

Performances by Genre/Type

• Summer School Production

Dance (Inc. Xontemporary/classical/modern): 12

•E
 nd of Year Production:
The National Goes
International

Theatre (Drama/comedy etc.): 2
Musical Theatre: 30
Total attendance patrons: 18,700

National Theatre Drama School

• Uncle Vanya
Participants: 23,000+ (Including performers,
volunteers, teachers, external events staff)
Supported communities included:
• Local dance schools
• Pro-Amateur Theatre Groups

• Honey
• The Changeling

44
Total number of
performances/events

12
30
Number of Dance
performances

Number of Musical Theatre
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Over 18,700 people attended
performances at the National
Theatre Melbourne in 2021. They
watched 44 performances presented
by nearly 3735 artists and students.
The National Theatre Melbourne supported
22,825 people to engage with the live
performing arts in 2021.

18,700
23,000+
Total Attendance Patrons

Total Participants
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Ballet School

January 2021 began on a positive note with the successful
delivery of the National Theatre Onstage Summer School.
At the helm, Artistic Director Damian Smith, and Associate
Director Susan Sargison were joined by National Theatre
Teaching staff Jennifer Fleenor, Karolyn Rutherford, John
Utans and Jackie Rae Lythgo. Guest teachers Madeleine
Eastoe, Kevin Jackson and Alice Topp of the Australian Ballet
Company provided a vibrant energy. The five-day program
finished on a wonderful high with an onstage performance to
a delighted audience on the last day.
Term 1 commenced with respectable numbers enrolled
into the part-time school. There was hesitancy as news of
the pandemic grew louder with a 5-day snap lockdown in
February. During Term 2, our fears were realised with the
announcement of the 4th Lockdown from May–June. Zooming
became the new classroom with students squeezing into every
area of their households to attend their regular ballet class.
Little brothers, sisters, family pets, mums and dads suddenly
found themselves involved in their child’s activities. With no
end in sight, strategies were implemented to keep students
energised and engaged; however by June it was obvious that
the Little Nashies and Dance Play classes were not viable
over zoom. Fun activates were introduced to help motivate
students to return to classes in Term 3 but anxiety ran high
with rules ever-changing, and it became increasing difficult
and depressing for all. The teaching staff were amazing
to keep up the positivity at each lesson and motivate the
students who had already been in front of the screen all day
with remote schooling. Screen fatigue has set in for many
students – and adults.
With all the lows that the year presented there were positives
to celebrate. One of our full time students Amber MitchellKnight was coached by Damian Smith and competed in the
Margot Fonteyn International Ballet Competition (formerly
known as The Genée) which has been running since 1931.
Traditionally, this event is onstage and for 2021 it was planned
to be held at the Royal Opera House in Convent Garden,
London. However, owing to the pandemic a new format was
created, and Amber endured learning choreography and
taking master classes from her small apartment with concrete
flooring. It was a credit to her resilience and dedication that
she was chosen as one of the 15 finalists. With the help of
our supportive technical team Amber was able to film her
performance on our treasured stage and to her delight was
awarded the Audience Choice Award.
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In the last weeks of the year the much-anticipated Royal
Academy of Dance examinations were able to be completed
by film and it was with great relief that finally after 12 months
these exams could take place and for students to have their
progress acknowledged.
Students achieving notable success in the full-time school
were Amber Mitchell-Knight who accepted an invitation
to join the Queensland Ballet Jette Parker Young Artist
Program, and Charlotte Phun who was invited to join Ballet
Theatre Malaysia. Achievements of all full time students were
celebrated at the graduation ceremony in December.
With the lockdowns easing toward the end of the year, we had
the confidence to stage our ‘mid-year Gala’ which had been
postponed 3 times! While it was not ideal to work at such a
pace, teachers donated extra hours, students learnt their
routines and a show was staged! It was wonderful to welcome
an audience to watch The National Goes International. It was
a great success as well as to hear laughter from the students
filling the corridors of our beloved theatre. It certainly was the
best way to finish the year and we thank the students, parents,
teachers, techs, and front of house teams for making this
dream become a reality.
Scholarships Awarded
Junior Scholarship
Imogen Chapman
Senior Scholarship
Mia Hayward
Most Outstanding Individual Performance
Charlotte Phun
Kathleen Gorham Perpetual Trophy and
Eileen Tasker Scholarship
Amber Mitchell-Knight
The Jocelyn de Cardi Memorial Award
Georgina Perkins
Gertrude Johnson Scholarship
Isabella Fahey
Partnerships
We acknowledge our ongoing partnership with Capezio, and
the support of Goodlife Health Clubs South Melbourne.

Image credit: Jacinta Christos.
The National Goes International,
Dec 2021.

It was wonderful to welcome
an audience to watch
The National Goes International.
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Image credit: Cameron Grant for the National Theatre
Drama School production, Honey, 2021.

Honey … a remarkable
piece of work that held the
audience spellbound.
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Drama School

The year began with a highly successful Summer School
for 8 – 16-year-olds with attendance more than trebling the
previous year. The full week of drama classes was delivered
by members of the school’s professional teaching faculty
and culminated in performances for family and friends in
the 50-seat studio theatre. It was magical for everyone
involved to see young performers reconnecting in person
and developing their talents and skills through play
and performance.

their Showreels (used to launch their careers); and later in the
year Katie Cawthorne and Harry Haynes directed them to
deliver monologues, performed and filmed on the theatre’s
main stage for distribution to industry and talent managements.
Their final production was a full ensemble piece staged in
November called Honey; while it was group-devised, they were
supported by playwright Laura Lethlean and directed by Katie
Cawthorne to deliver a remarkable piece of work which held
the audience spell-bound.

The positivity of the summer continued for the part-time school
into Term 1 with strong enrolments for both young people and
adults; over the year the part-time Drama School welcomed
281 students to classes. Owing to successive lockdowns
throughout the year, classes were repeatedly moved online;
to retain motivation and engagement extra elements of fun
were introduced by teachers, including students enjoying a
Q&A with actors Amanda LaBonte and Soren Jensen from the
stage play Harry Potter (Cursed Child). Unfortunately, ‘zoom
fatigue’ did set in for some students as the year wore on, and
class enrolments waned over the year. The situation was further
impacted by the constant changing of rules for undertaking
activities in indoor environments and mask-wearing was a
necessary rule that some people found off-putting.

As ever, it was a bittersweet day to farewell the final year
students at their graduation ceremony; we were thrilled to
welcome special guest speaker, actress Babs Macmillan to
share her advice to the graduating class. As a former National
Theatre Drama School Director, Australian film, tv and stage
actress Babs delivered a memorable speech the students will
draw on throughout their careers.

The full-time Drama School students undertaking the Advanced
Diploma of Acting encountered another disrupted year with
weeks of classes moved online due to lockdowns. Owing to the
commitment and resilience of the students and the unwavering
support of the teachers they navigated the constant changes
and uncertainty with impressive results.
Increased industry connections were forged through talks given
generously by Patricia Cornelius, Susie Dee, Rosie Traynor,
Mel Mackintosh and Anna Burgess. Students participated in
the equity Graduation Day in September and collaborated with
Deakin University film students on a project.
Students from Year 2 performed two full-length productions
in Studio 2 to live audiences: in June, Uncle Vanya by Anton
Chekhov, directed by former Director of Drama Trent Baker,
and in December, The Changeling by Thomas Middleton and
William Rowley, directed by Harry Haynes. While the students
from Year 3 were not – owing to the lockdowns – able to stage
their production of the contemporary Concord Floral by Jordan
Tannahill, it was a productive and positive year for them. Under
the keen direction of Danielle Carter the students produced
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As an institution providing the best training for our students,
we are constantly reviewing our offering and in 2021 we
were proud to introduce the first year of a newly accredited
course 10884NAT. Included for the first time is a unit on
Managing Stress (delivered by Stephanie Power) designed to
assist students to handle the challenging and ever-changing
environment of acting; the units on Auditioning and OH&S were
revised, along with Freelancing, which provides a grounding on
how to launch and manage a career.
Towards the end of the year, following 7 years as Drama
Director, Trent Baker resigned to resume his career as an
actor and director. The National Theatre thanks Trent for his
commitment to the school.
Scholarships Awarded
The Florence Young Tallis Foundation Scholarship
Luke Slade
The Lisle Jones Award
River Stevens
The W.P. Carr Award
Lily Johnson
Partnerships
We acknowledge our ongoing partnership with Red Stitch
and Theatreworks.
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AUDITOR’S INDEPENDENCE DECLARATION UNDER SECTION 60-40 OF THE
AUSTRALIAN CHARITIES AND NOT-FOR-PROFITS COMMISSION ACT 2012
TO THE DIRECTORS OF AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL MEMORIAL THEATRE LIMITED
I declare that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, during the year ended 31 December 2021, there have
been:
(i)

no contraventions of the auditor independence requirements as set out in the Australian Charities
and Not-for-profits Commission Act 2012 in relation to the audit; and

(ii)

no contraventions of any applicable code of professional conduct in relation to the audit.

McLean Delmo Bentleys Audit Pty Ltd

Martin Fensome
Partner

2021 ANMT Indpendent declaration

Hawthorn
13 April 2022
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT
TO THE MEMBERS OF AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL MEMORIAL THEATRE LIMITED
Opinion
We have audited the financial report of Australian National Memorial Theatre Limited, which comprises the
statement of financial position as at 31 December 2021, the statement of comprehensive income, statement
of changes in equity and statement of cash flows for the year then ended, and notes to the financial
statements, including a summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory information, and
the directors’ declaration.
In our opinion, the financial report of Australian National Memorial Theatre Limited is in accordance with
Division 60 of the Australian Charities and Not-for-profits Commission Act 2012, including:
(a) giving a true and fair view of the Entity’s financial position as at 31 December 2021 and of its performance
for the year ended on that date; and
(b) complying with Australian Accounting Standards – Reduced Disclosure Requirements, and Division 60
of the Australian Charities and Not-for-profits Commission Regulations 2013.
Basis for Opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with Australian Auditing Standards. Our responsibilities under those
standards are further described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Report section
of our report. We are independent of the Entity in accordance with the ethical requirements of the Accounting
Professional and Ethical Standards Board’s APES 110 Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants (the
Code) that are relevant to our audit of the financial report in Australia. We have also fulfilled our other ethical
responsibilities in accordance with the Code.
In conducting our audit, we have complied with the independence requirements of the Australian Charities
and Not-for-profits Commission Act 2012, which has been given to the directors as at the time of this auditor’s
report.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our
opinion.
Responsibilities of the Directors for the Financial Report
The Directors of the Entity are responsible for the preparation of the financial report that gives a true and fair
view in accordance with Australian Accounting Standards – Reduced Disclosure Requirements and the
Australian Charities and Not-for-profits Commission Act 2012 and for such internal control as the directors
determine is necessary to enable the preparation of a financial report that gives a true and fair view and is
free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
In preparing the financial report, the directors are responsible for assessing the Entity’s ability to continue as
a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters relating to going concern and using the going concern
basis of accounting unless the directors either intend to liquidate the Entity or to cease operations, or has no
realistic alternative but to do so.

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT
TO THE MEMBERS OF AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL MEMORIAL THEATRE LIMITED (CONTINUED)
Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Report
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial report as a whole is free from
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes our opinion.
Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in
accordance with Australian Auditing Standards will always detect a material misstatement when it exists.
Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the aggregate,
they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of the
financial report.
As part of an audit in accordance with Australian Auditing Standards, we exercise professional judgment and
maintain professional scepticism throughout the audit. We also:
• Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial report, whether due to fraud or error,
design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient
and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement
resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery,
intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal control.
• Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures that
are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness
of the Entity’s internal control.
• Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting
estimates and related disclosures made by management.
• Conclude on the appropriateness of management’s use of the going concern basis of accounting and,
based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or conditions
that may cast significant doubt on the Entity’s ability to continue as a going concern. If we conclude that
a material uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in our auditor’s report to the related
disclosures in the financial report or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our
conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor’s report. However,
future events or conditions may cause the Entity to cease to continue as a going concern.
• Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial report, including the disclosures,
and whether the financial report represents the underlying transactions and events in a manner that
achieves fair presentation.
We communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other matters, the planned scope
and timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control
that we identify during our audit.

McLean Delmo Bentleys Audit Pty Ltd

Martin Fensome
Partner

Hawthorn
14 April 2022

Image credit
This page and back cover: Jacinta Christos
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